Abstract: Accessibility has drawn extensive attention from city planners and transportation researchers for decades. With the benefits of large-scale and varying time, this study aims to combine the taxi global positioning system (GPS) data with a cumulative opportunity measure to calculate taxi accessibility in Beijing, China. As traffic conditions vary significantly over time and space, we select four typical time periods and introduce a grid-based method to divide the study area into grid cells. Both the GPS signals and opportunities that include the constant points of interest, total drop-offs, and dynamic drop-offs, are aggregated in these grid cells. The cumulative opportunity measure counts all reachable grid cells within the given travel time threshold, along with the corresponding opportunities. The results demonstrate that the accessibility varies in the four time periods, with better performance seen in the late-night hours. Although the spatial distributions of the three kinds of opportunities are different, these accessibilities show great similarity. In addition, the relative accessibilities of different measures are highly correlated. In general, grid cells with higher accessibilities in one time period are likely to also have higher accessibilities in other time periods. Moreover, the results suggest that taxi accessibility can be measured from its trajectory data only.
Introduction
With the continuing urbanization and rapid growth of cities around the world, traffic demands are increasing faster than traffic supplies. Therefore, it is critical to understand the changing land use structure and transport conditions to identify poorly accessible areas and improve their accessibility [1] . Accessibility is an appropriate indicator to evaluate the interaction between traffic and land use, which can simultaneously consider the travel road network and travel demand. It considers not only travel efficiencies but also the distribution of land-use and activity locations across the transport network [1] . Accessibility was first defined as a measure of the potential for interaction [2] . Conventionally, the accessibility measure is based on survey data, census geodemographics, and transport data, which cost large quantities of time and money. In addition, the available data are limited, making it difficult to capture daily fluctuations in accessibility.
Taxis are flexible and are spread around the urban area of a city. The increasing availability of taxi global positioning system (GPS) data makes it easier to measure the taxi accessibility, meaning the number of opportunities reachable from each grid cell within the given time threshold in this study, which can reflect the accessibility of the urban road network. Although metro trains and buses play the most important role in intra-city travel, they can only provide service in fixed stations of routes, and within 30 min travel time by rail and transit-oriented development level was explored, which demonstrated that cumulative rail-based accessibility is higher in cities with a higher transit-oriented development degree, almost in direct proportion [11] .
Furthermore, there have been studies that utilized taxi GPS data to explore accessibility. A stochastic methodology was proposed for GIS-based accessibility modeling using GPS-based floating car data and Monte Carlo simulation, which was illustrated using a case study on medical emergency service accessibility [19] . A novel integrated access measure was introduced to compute the accessibility to points of interest (POIs), which was able to capture the temporal dynamics by taking into account the speed variability using floating car data during peak and off-peak hours on weekdays and weekends [20] . Furthermore, a geographically weighted spatial regression model was applied to find that a higher relationship between taxi and metro ridership in the regions where lower accessibility to metro stations existed [21] . Furthermore, a strong link between demand for taxi, land use patterns, and accessibility to other modes is found [22] . A high-resolution grid was imposed over the study area to compute accessibility at a high disaggregation level. It was observed that the travel time threshold and POI weights had a profound influence on the final accessibility values. Moreover, a method was developed to systematically examine the current urban land use and road network conditions as well as to identify poorly connected regions, using GPS data collected from taxis [1] . Changes in automobile accessibility over the course of the day-as coursed by congestion of the road network in eight metropolitan areas of the European Union-were studied, which indicated that congestion most notably affects accessibility distribution inside each city [23] .
In general, most previous studies focused on the structure of an urban road network and a fixed speed to evaluate the accessibility [7, 10, 12] , which are easy to conduct but can only give a common accessibility. With the increasing availability of vehicle GPS data, such data have been incorporated to infer the average speed or speed distribution [1, 19, 23, 24] . Then, the speed and road network were combined to measure the accessibility. However, the real-time transportation data are seldom applied to calculate accessibility. For example, the average travel speed is calculated from the taxi GPS data to measure network accessibility [1] . It is a gap to use high resolution data to generate time-varying accessibility. In this study, we measure the accessibility by analyzing the taxi trajectories. In addition, a grid-based method is used to assist the accessibility measure. However, there are also limitations because the measure is based only on taxi mode and the data of other modes are required for further overall exploration.
Data

Study Area
The study is conducted in urban area of Beijing, China. The entire city is divided into grid cells for conducting further analyses. To determine an appropriate size for these grid cells, we referred to some studies that measured accessibility or related explorations using taxi GPS data, in which the average size of the study units varied considerably, with values, such as 2.14 km 2 in the Twin Cities [25] ; 0.4 × 0.4 km in Wuhan [24] ; 1 × 1 km in Montreal [26] , Harbin [1] , and Shanghai [27] . Here, considering the road network density, each grid cell is set at 1 × 1 km. The spatial distribution of opportunities is only presented in the 40 × 40 km urban region (see Figure 1 ). 
Taxi GPS Data
By the end of 2014, there were more than 67,000 licensed taxis in Beijing, which completed 0.668 billion trips in 2014, taking 6.2% of the total trips in the city. There were 4.499 million private cars in the city, which generated 31.5% of the total trips. This indicates that one taxi makes 13.3 times as many trips as a private car. Figure 2a presents the annual taxi ridership over the last decade. The modal split is presented in Figure 2b , in which the taxi holds a stable proportion. In recent years, almost every taxi vehicle has been equipped with a GPS device to assist in dispatching vehicles and preventing taxi drivers from receiving assaults. Thus, it does not cost any extra fare to collect the taxi GPS data. Taking these characteristics of taxis into account, it is an excellent tool to study accessibility in the city. Overall, Beijing is a typical megacity suffering from serious traffic congestion and taxis are widely used in daily life. This paper measures taxi accessibility based on their trajectory data in Beijing, China. It has to be noted that there are an increasing number of ridesharing services in Beijing, which may affect the use of taxis. Some taxi trips can be replaced by a ridesharing service, such as Didi [28] . However, because of the data limitation, such ridesharing trips are not included in this study. 
By the end of 2014, there were more than 67,000 licensed taxis in Beijing, which completed 0.668 billion trips in 2014, taking 6.2% of the total trips in the city. There were 4.499 million private cars in the city, which generated 31.5% of the total trips. This indicates that one taxi makes 13.3 times as many trips as a private car. Figure 2a presents the annual taxi ridership over the last decade. The modal split is presented in Figure 2b , in which the taxi holds a stable proportion. In recent years, almost every taxi vehicle has been equipped with a GPS device to assist in dispatching vehicles and preventing taxi drivers from receiving assaults. Thus, it does not cost any extra fare to collect the taxi GPS data. Taking these characteristics of taxis into account, it is an excellent tool to study accessibility in the city. Overall, Beijing is a typical megacity suffering from serious traffic congestion and taxis are widely used in daily life. This paper measures taxi accessibility based on their trajectory data in Beijing, China. It has to be noted that there are an increasing number of ridesharing services in Beijing, which may affect the use of taxis. Some taxi trips can be replaced by a ridesharing service, such as Didi [28] . However, because of the data limitation, such ridesharing trips are not included in this study. To explore taxi accessibility, we examine the real-time vehicle trajectory data of more than 46,000 taxis from 12-16 January in 2015 from Beijing, China [29] [30] [31] . The taxi trajectory data were collected at approximately 1-min intervals. Each record includes the recording time, vehicle ID, location (longitude and latitude), instantaneous velocity, operational status (with passengers or not), and driving direction. There are 2.175 million trips in the dataset, with an average of 0.435 million trips per day. As this study is highly dependent on GPS data to measure accessibility, it is necessary to learn about the GPS signals of each grid cell and select the areas with higher taxi GPS signals to measure accessibility.
The taxi GPS signals that represent the distribution of taxi vehicles are aggregated in the grid cell level (see Figure 3 ). According to Figure 3 , the signals are highly concentrated in the urban area. In addition, the GPS signals are spread along the radial expressways with a high density. As the method used in this study requires a measured region with a high GPS signal coverage, the central part of the city is selected to measure the taxi accessibility (see Figure 1) .
A POI dataset for Beijing is available from the most popular map website (Amap) in China [32] . Detailed information based on the POI type [8, 33] , is presented in Table 1 . To explore taxi accessibility, we examine the real-time vehicle trajectory data of more than 46,000 taxis from 12-16 January in 2015 from Beijing, China [29] [30] [31] . The taxi trajectory data were collected at approximately 1-min intervals. Each record includes the recording time, vehicle ID, location (longitude and latitude), instantaneous velocity, operational status (with passengers or not), and driving direction. There are 2.175 million trips in the dataset, with an average of 0.435 million trips per day. As this study is highly dependent on GPS data to measure accessibility, it is necessary to learn about the GPS signals of each grid cell and select the areas with higher taxi GPS signals to measure accessibility.
A POI dataset for Beijing is available from the most popular map website (Amap) in China [32] . Detailed information based on the POI type [8, 33] , is presented in Table 1 . 
POI Category
Explanation Count Percent (%) Automobile sales, maintenance and repair 
Methodology
Data Processing
The original GPS data usually contain bad signals and missing records with random errors. In order to improve the quality, it is necessary to identify and delete the invalid records that are not consistent with the actual traffic phenomena. During the data processing, three types of records are removed: (i) records with zeros as either longitude or latitude attributes, (ii) records with a velocity higher than 120 km/h, and (iii) records outside of the city.
Compared with empty taxis in the urban road network, occupied taxis can represent the actual traffic situation better, such as the driving speed and route selection. We can determine when and where passengers are picked up and dropped off based on operational status shifts. Thus, a sequence of time-stamped records within a pick-up and drop-off pair constitutes an occupied trajectory. However, there are some anomalous trips that need to be removed from the trajectory dataset. For example, the trajectory ought to be regarded as invalid if the duration is less than 1 min or more than 120 min, because it is abnormal for a passenger to take a taxi for such a short or long time.
Taxi Accessibility Measure
Accessibility measures are based on the travel time from a grid cell to other grid cells and the number of opportunities available in each grid cell. Thus, the taxi accessibility is the number of opportunities reachable from each grid cell. According to previous studies [8, 25] , the cumulative opportunity measure can be defined as
where A p i,T denotes the cumulative opportunity accessibility from zone i to the considered types of opportunities that are reachable within a time threshold T during a time period p, O j is the opportunity of the considered type in zone j and t p ij represents the real travel time of a journey from zone i to zone j during a time period p. The time threshold T, which is the time used to calculate the number of opportunities that can be reached, is here set at 10 min in this study. The 10 min is selected because the number of reachable grid cells increases with the increase of time boundary. However, after the time boundary arrives 10 min, the number of reachable grid cells does not see notable increase. In addition, we select four typical time periods to measure the cumulative opportunity accessibility and identify the accessibility differences in a day, including the morning peak hours (7:00-9:00), midday off-peak hours (12:00-14:00), evening peak hours (17:00-19:00), and late-night hours (22:00-24:00).
There are several kinds of widely used opportunities, including the number of available jobs, population, and the number of POIs. In this paper, we adopt three kinds of opportunities to measure the accessibility. The detailed definitions are presented in Table 2 . This paper innovatively introduces total drop-offs and dynamic drop-offs as opportunities. Drop-offs represent the number of taxi trips where passengers are dropped off at a given grid cell, which can be seen as the realized attractiveness (i.e., opportunity) of that grid cell. A POI is a specific point location where someone may find something interesting or useful. All three of the taxi accessibility measures are calculated under a time-varying traffic condition.
However, because of the current road network and land use, there are some regions in the city that cannot be directly reached by taxi, such as parks. As a result, some grid cells lack GPS data to determine the travel time. To deal with such situations, we propose a method to make up for the shortage of GPS signals. For a grid cell, if the majority of the four adjacent grid cells are reachable for
the origin grid cell, the grid cell will be regarded as reachable. The process is executed iteratively until such grid cells are all marked as reachable ones (see Figure 4) . Table 2 . Three kinds of opportunities.
Opportunity Definition
Constant POIs
The number of POIs in each grid cell
Total drop-offs The total number of taxi trip drop-offs in each grid cell throughout a day (24 h)
Dynamic drop-offs The number of taxi trip drop-offs in each grid cell in the specific time period (7:00-9:00, 12:00-14:00, 17:00-19:00, 22:00-24:00)
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However, because of the current road network and land use, there are some regions in the city that cannot be directly reached by taxi, such as parks. As a result, some grid cells lack GPS data to determine the travel time. To deal with such situations, we propose a method to make up for the shortage of GPS signals. For a grid cell, if the majority of the four adjacent grid cells are reachable for the origin grid cell, the grid cell will be regarded as reachable. The process is executed iteratively until such grid cells are all marked as reachable ones (see Figure 4) . As the cumulative opportunity accessibilities are based on different opportunities, the values of accessibilities are significantly different. To make a comparison between accessibilities of different opportunities, the relative accessibility is calculated. The relative accessibility is defined as the level of accessibility of a grid cell compared to the accessibility values of all the others, which is the As the cumulative opportunity accessibilities are based on different opportunities, the values of accessibilities are significantly different. To make a comparison between accessibilities of different opportunities, the relative accessibility is calculated. The relative accessibility is defined as the level of accessibility of a grid cell compared to the accessibility values of all the others, which is the standardized (z-scores) accessibility of each opportunity measure [34, 35] . The larger value of the relative accessibility represents the higher accessibility. The calculation of relative accessibility is presented in Equation (3)
where A r i denotes the relative accessibility of zone i, A i is the accessibility of zone i, A denotes the mean of accessibilities, and S A is the standard deviation of accessibilities.
Results
Spatial Distribution of Opportunities
The distribution of constant POIs is presented in Figure 5 . POIs are the potential places attracting travelers, which are concentrated in the urban area and vary in different regions. In general, as the distance from the city center increases, the density of POIs decreases. Moreover, some satellite towns also have regions with a high density of POIs, as seen in Figure 5 .
The distribution of constant POIs is presented in Figure 5 . POIs are the potential places attracting travelers, which are concentrated in the urban area and vary in different regions. In general, as the distance from the city center increases, the density of POIs decreases. Moreover, some satellite towns also have regions with a high density of POIs, as seen in Figure 5 . Figure 6 shows the distribution of total drop-offs, in which the high drop-offs grid cells are located in the urban area. Besides, the total drop-offs are low in the most central area, which is similar to the constant POIs in Figure 5 . Figure 7 presents the distributions of the dynamic drop-offs in the four typical time periods, in which the midday off-peak hours have higher drop-offs in general. The drop-off distributions show great differences in the four time periods. In the morning peak hours and midday off-peak hours, the taxi drop-offs are concentrated on some grid cells. This is attributed to the fact that most trips are ended in the work places in the morning and midday. In addition, there are some grid cells with high taxi drop-offs in the morning peak hours and midday off-peak hours. This shows that these grid cells are extremely attractive in these specific time periods. While in the evening peak hours and late-night hours, the taxi drop-offs are widely spread, which are more likely to end in residential places.
Compared with the constant POIs, both the total and dynamic drop-offs are more concentrated in the urban areas, with the other places showing much lower densities. In addition, Beijing Capital International Airport in the northeast shows a high density because many passengers travel with large luggage and prefer to take a taxi. As shown in Figure 7d , the density of the dynamic drop-offs is lower during the late-night hours, which is consistent with the number of departure flights. The Figure 6 shows the distribution of total drop-offs, in which the high drop-offs grid cells are located in the urban area. Besides, the total drop-offs are low in the most central area, which is similar to the constant POIs in Figure 5 . Figure 7 presents the distributions of the dynamic drop-offs in the four typical time periods, in which the midday off-peak hours have higher drop-offs in general. The drop-off distributions show great differences in the four time periods. In the morning peak hours and midday off-peak hours, the taxi drop-offs are concentrated on some grid cells. This is attributed to the fact that most trips are ended in the work places in the morning and midday. In addition, there are some grid cells with high taxi drop-offs in the morning peak hours and midday off-peak hours. This shows that these grid cells are extremely attractive in these specific time periods. While in the evening peak hours and late-night hours, the taxi drop-offs are widely spread, which are more likely to end in residential places.
Compared with the constant POIs, both the total and dynamic drop-offs are more concentrated in the urban areas, with the other places showing much lower densities. In addition, Beijing Capital International Airport in the northeast shows a high density because many passengers travel with large luggage and prefer to take a taxi. As shown in Figure 7d , the density of the dynamic drop-offs is lower during the late-night hours, which is consistent with the number of departure flights. The drop-offs are the destinations of the taxi trips, which reveal the realized attraction of each grid cell to taxi passengers in real travels. They can be utilized to identify the differences between the possible accessibility and the realized accessibility. drop-offs are the destinations of the taxi trips, which reveal the realized attraction of each grid cell to taxi passengers in real travels. They can be utilized to identify the differences between the possible accessibility and the realized accessibility. 
Three Kinds of Accessibilities
Three kinds of accessibilities are measured based on their respective opportunities. The spatial distributions of these accessibilities based on the constant POIs, total drop-offs and dynamic 
Three kinds of accessibilities are measured based on their respective opportunities. The spatial distributions of these accessibilities based on the constant POIs, total drop-offs and dynamic drop-offs, are presented in Figures 8-10 , respectively. For constant POIs accessibility in Figure 8 , the accessibility is higher in the late-night hours and lower in the evening peak hours. Similar results are also observed in Figure 9 for the total drop-off accessibility. However, the dynamic drop-off accessibility is higher in the midday off-peak hours. Besides, it can be observed that the high accessibility grid cells are near the expressways.
From Figures 8-10 , it can be concluded that the accessibility varies from one grid cell to another, which is the result of the unique structure of the road network and land use pattern related to each grid cell. In general, the eastern part has a higher accessibility and the inner part shows better accessibility than the outer part. However, the accessibility of the most core area is not well. From the perspective of the road network, the grid cells connected to expressways tend to have higher accessibility. The distributions of high accessibility grid cells in the figures are similar to the outline of the urban expressways. As the accessibility is influenced by the opportunities and road network, the high accessibility grid cells tend to cluster together.
The accessibilities vary over time during a day as the traffic conditions change. The opportunities might also vary over time during a day. Figures 8-10 show the accessibilities measured for the four typical time periods. The average accessibility of each selected time period can represent the performance of the road network as a whole. The three kinds of accessibilities are listed in Table 3 . The constant POIs measure and total drop-offs measure have similar tendencies in a day (see Table 4 ). For the two measures, the late-night hours have the highest accessibility, and the evening peak hours have the lowest accessibility, which is less than 60% of that of the late-night hours, in which all of the opportunities are assumed to be available all the time. The dynamic drop-offs measure has the highest accessibility in the midday off-peak hours and the lowest accessibility in the morning peak hours. In general, the morning peak hours and evening peak hours do not show good performances.
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Correlation between Accessibilities with Different Opportunities
The constant POIs refer to the possible attractiveness for passengers. While the total drop-offs and dynamic drop-offs mean the realized attractiveness for passengers. It is necessary to understand the differences between the possible and realized accessibility. The correlation between accessibilities with different opportunities is tested to compare one kind of accessibility to another. The total drop-offs measure is compared to the constant POIs measure and the dynamic drop-offs measure in all the time periods (see Table 5 ). Most coefficients are larger than 0.95, with the lowest one being 0.946, indicating that the three kinds of accessibilities are highly correlated. Although the accessibilities are measured from different opportunities, the relative accessibilities of one grid cell in the three kinds of accessibilities are similar. The results also indicate that grid cells with higher accessibility for total drop-offs tend to have higher value for the dynamic drop-offs accessibility. Although the total drop-offs and dynamic drop-offs are introduced as opportunities to measure accessibilities, the results are similar to those calculated using the constant POIs. As the drop-offs are converted from taxi GPS data, this demonstrates that the total drop-offs accessibility and the dynamic drop-offs accessibility can be measured using only the taxi GPS data. A correlation matrix between different time periods is calculated for each kind of accessibility. According to Tables 6 and 7 , the coefficients are all higher than 0.90, with an average of 0.947 for the constant POIs measure and an average of 0.938 for the total drop-offs measure. It shows that the relative accessibility of a grid cell is stable over the day, but not as constant as that of the transit measures [8] . However, the relative accessibility of the dynamic drop-offs measure is less stable, with the lowest coefficient being 0.875 and an average value of 0.918 (see Table 8 ). 
Discussion and Conclusions
Good transport accessibility and its equity are important goals that must be achieved in the urban for transport managers and urban planners. With the rapid development of city, the measurement of accessibility is challenging. To deal with the issue, this study combined the taxi GPS data and POIs data to measure the taxi accessibility. This study applied a grid-based approach, which can simplify the calculation and deal with the complex environment, to objectively measure the level of the cumulative opportunity accessibility in the Beijing region. This approach utilized the massive taxi trajectory data from complicated real-world traffic situations to accurately reflect the true accessibility. The constant generation of the taxi GPS data and POIs data enable the results to catch up with urban expansion [1] .
The proposed method can be utilized to measure the taxi accessibility at the grid cell level, and the size of grid cell can be adjusted according to the research goal. This method provided a practical way to measure taxi accessibility. Three kinds of opportunities were employed, including the constant POIs, total drop-offs, and dynamic drop-offs. In addition, four typical time periods were selected to show the dynamic accessibility in a day. To handle the limitations of road network, land use, and taxi GPS data, a make-up method was proposed to identify the grid cells that are likely to be reachable according to their adjacent grid cells. Furthermore, the grid cells with poor accessibility in specific time periods can be identified, thus some policies can be put forward to improve the accessibility. The method can also be applied to predict accessibility conditions for future scenarios which have some changes in opportunity [1] . In all, the proposed method can provide objective, representative, and cost-effective accessibility values, with temporal and spatial sensitivity.
The findings indicated that the three kinds of opportunities are highly concentrated in the inner part of city. However, the distribution of the POIs is more dispersed. For dynamic drop-offs, it was observed that the midday off-peak hours have a higher value. From the spatial perspective, the eastern part has the higher accessibility than the western part and the inner part of the city has better accessibility than the outer part, whereas the core areas such as Tiananmen Square do not show a high value in accessibility. In addition, it was observed that high accessibility grid cells are likely to cluster together. From a temporal perspective, the peak hours (7:00-9:00 and 17:00-19:00) had lower accessibilities in all three measures. The late-night hours had the best performance in the constant POIs measure and the total drop-offs measure. It is also found that accessibility conditions change significantly depending on the time of day [18] . However, the dynamic drop-offs measure had the best accessibility in the midday off-peak hours. Overall, the fluctuations of accessibility are consistent with the traffic situation in a day, which is consistent with the previous findings [18, 23] . Dynamic of accessibility in a day provide more insight to analyze the accessibility issues that is hard to find in the static accessibility [18] . A comparison of different time periods indicated that grid cells with higher accessibility at a time period tend to have higher accessibility at other time periods. In addition, the total drop-off accessibility is similar to the constant POIs accessibility. However, the total drop-off accessibility is different from the dynamic drop-off accessibility in the four time periods, which has the largest value in the midday off-peak hours. This is not consistent with the previous study which found that the constant job accessibility and variable job accessibility are highly correlated [8] .
Most studies measuring accessibility are based on the road network and transit network [6, 26] , which utilized the GIS software to calculate accessibility with the given travel speed or schedule [6, 8, 14] . In a previous study [1] , the GPS data were utilized to generate the average road speed, which would ignore details of different vehicles. However, this study used the taxi GPS data to measure the taxi accessibility. The study area was divided into grid cells and the size of grid cell can be adjusted according to different research objectives. Furthermore, we proposed a make-up method to deal with the limitation of data. The widely used opportunities for accessibility included the number of jobs, population, and POIs. This study innovatively introduced the total drop-offs and dynamic drop-offs as opportunities to measure taxi accessibility. Thus, taxi accessibility could be calculated by the cumulative opportunity measure with the taxi GPS data only. Besides, the POIs data and the taxi GPS data can be updated constantly, the accessibility can be updated to match the rapid development of the city [1] . Overall, the proposed approach is easy to implement. The cumulative opportunity measure based on GPS data can be applied for taxis in other cities around the world. It is feasible to utilize this method using only the available taxi GPS data. Grid cells with low accessibility can be identified and corresponding actions can be recommended to improve it. In addition, the accessibility distribution can be applied to site selection such as for residences and hospitals. Combined with other socio-economic characteristics, this method can be adopted to show the accessibility of a specific service or activity. Furthermore, the continuous generation of taxi GPS data and the updated information on POIs can be used to derive new accessibility values, which can keep pace with the rapid development of a city.
There were also some limitations in this study. There were still some grid cells with insufficient information, especially in suburban regions. This study only concentrated on a regular urban area rather than the whole city. In future work, more data should be taken into consideration, such as the trajectories of ridesharing services. In addition, the accessibility of transit is an indispensable part of the city which can be explored using transaction and route data.
